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Introduction
When you want more cushion for the pushin' The Hardcore Network provides it. Fuck My Flab is a site
dedicated to the Big Beautiful Women out there. Soft skin, gentle eyes - and the biggest, warmest moist
sweet thighs! Whether you are looking for love or for a laugh, Fuck My Flab provides you with the
material to enjoy however you want to, from your own point of view.

Adult Review
BBW porn is becoming more popular with every passing day. So many men and women are starting to see the charm and
beauty of larger women that there is a growing shortage of female plus-size models for porn studios to work with. One of the
best things about Fuck My Flab is that the site gets new, eager full-size models for its porn films including some for the very
first time on camera anywhere, like future blonde super-star Haven and her ridiculously amazing rack!
  
  Along with all the big gals featured on Fuck My Flab, members also get access to all of the Included Sites listed on the right
side of this review. That means when you are in the mood to see some chubby plumpers you can log in and check them out...
but on days you want more variety you can enjoy all of these other exclusive porn sites shown for FREE with your own
multi-pass membership.
  
  The movies on Fuck My Flab vary in length and format with the best ones being a mind-blowing 1920x1080 true 1080p
porn experience. That's the highest quality BBW sex videos you can find anywhere and they look damn good full screen. As
you know, if anybody was meant to be seen full screen it's the proud pound for pound champs of the porn business... Big
Beautiful Women and their sexy costars.
  
  Featuring both Heterosexual and lesbian BBW sex, there is always something worth watching for chubby chasers on the
Fuck My Flab site. Also, you can meet up with like minds online by accessing the included members only message board
within the site's members area.
  
  All totaled the network includes hundreds of hours of the best quality porn movies available and for them to be
forward-thinking enough to include exclusive BBW content as well says a lot about the people behind these productions.
Why spend money on sites that barely throw BBW lovers a bone... when you can support a site like Fuck My Flab with
content that proves these site owners are people who understand your sexual urges and are willing to cater to them!

Porn Summary
Some of the biggest heavy-hitters perform in lovingly filmed fuck and suck scenes that unleash the true beauty of the world's
best BBW starlets. This is not a site that denigrates women for being big boned... this is a site that celebrates people who like
boning big women!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'This are some of the biggest women ever to get naked online!'
Quality: 85  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 87 Interface: 91
Support: 90 Unique: 84    Taste: 78        Final: 84

Porn Sites Included
Ass Smoothie (97) ,I Love You Mya (93) ,I Love You Celeste (92) ,Swirlie Girls (91) ,Pornstar Solos (90) ,Stop The Camera
(90) ,I Love You Madison (89) ,Golden Hardcore (88) ,I Love You Melanie (88) ,Her Last Fuck (84) ,Please Be Gentle
(Preview) ,The Hardcore Network (Preview) ,AfriHoes (Preview) ,Cum Is Good (Preview) ,Attack My Ass (Preview) ,Nasty
Raw Sex (Preview) ,Chopstick Sluts (Preview) ,Chicks Fucking Chicks (Preview) ,Only The Biggest (Preview) 
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Porn Niches
Amateur, BBW, Fetish, Hardcore

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $34.90 Preview: 2 Days for $4.90 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 52
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